
LIST OF ARCHIVES 
  

 
archive recording stage notes 

Adami - Kardamitsi Maro  (1945) not yet recorded student’s projects 

Anerousis Georgios  (1930) detailed recording       architectural  competitions 

Antonakakis Dimitris  (1933) 

Antonakaki Sousana  (1935) 

detailed recording       3D models 

Antoniadis Ioannis  (1890-1977) old recording        

Apostolidis Margaritis  (1922-2004) brief recording      part of archive 

Small archives 

1.Sakellarios Per.(1905-1985) – Papailiopoulos Ipp. 

(1924-1982)  

2.Facades of the Miliou House  

3.Vasiliades Prokopis (Kopis) (1912-1997) 

 

1. detailed recording       

 

2. detailed recording       

3. not yet recorded 

 

1. Greek Pavilion Expo 1970 
 
 

2. Frame 
3. Intercity  Bus Terminal  in 

Athens 

Archive of the Ministry of Reconstruction detailed recording       part of archive 

Archive of the Ministry of Culture and Religion detailed recording       part of archive churches  

Valentis Thoukydidis  (1908-1982) detailed recording        

Vassiliadis Evagellos  (-2007) brief recording       

Venieris Dimitrios not yet recorded part of archive 

Vikelas Ioannis  (1931) detailed recording       3D models 

Vourekas Emmanouil  (1905-1993) detailed recording        

Giannakis Vassiliοs  (1933) brief recording       

Georgakopoulos Perikles (1904-1975) detailed recording part of archive. ‘Cookhouse 

building in the Sotiria Hospital’ 

Georgiadis Antonios  (1921-2015) detailed recording        

Grigoriadis Vassiliοs  (1933)            brief recording       

Gartzos Kostis  (1933) brief recording       

Gotsis Georgios not yet recorded  

Dallas Miltiadis 

Dalla- Zaimi Eleni 

brief recording       

David Theoharis not yet recorded part of archive 

Decavallas Constantin (1925) under recording      

Demiris Athanassios  (1887-1965) old recording  

DEPOS (Momtsiou –Topalidou) under recording      

Despotopoulos Ioannis  (1903-1992) old recording  

Dessyllas  Νikolaos  (1926-2009) 

Kontargyris Dimitrios  (1934) 

Lambakis Antonios  (1933-1992) 

not yet recorded  



Loukakis Pavlos  (1933) 

Dimitriou Aggelos professor in USA (1930 – 

2009) 

not yet recorded slides from lectures 

Dragoumis Alexandros  (1891-1977) 

Dragoumis Stefanos 

old recording  

Droulias Constantinos  (1896-1976)      

businessman       

not yet recorded part of archive  

‘ Xenia’ Hotels (National Tourism Organisation) 

 

Delphi  (D. Pikionis (1887-1968) 

Igoumenitsa (A.Konstantinidis(1919-1993) 

Epidauros (A.Konstantinidis) 

Olympia 2 (A.Konstantinidis) 

Olympia (A.Konstantinidis) 

Larissa(A.Konstantinidis) 

Poros (A.Konstantinidis) 

Kalabaka (A.Konstantinidis) 

Andros(A.Konstantinidis) 

Delos(A.Konstantinidis) 

Tsagarada (H. Sfaellos (1914-2004) 

Mykonos (A.Konstantinidis) 

Paliouri(A.Konstantinidis) 

Kartero (A.Konstantinidis)  

 

 

detailed recording       

 

EPA of Patras (Papadatou- Gianoppoulou H.) brief recording       

Evaggelinos Omiros  (1910-1978) (civil 

engineer)   

detailed recording       part of archive  

Zagorisiou Marika  (1921-2013) under recording      

Zannos Alexandros  (1928-2010) old recording  

Zachos Aristotelis  (1872-1939) detailed recording       part of photographic 

archive, single project      

Zachos Nikolaos  (1875-1941) not yet recorded photographs of drawings 

Zivas Dionyssios  (1928) not yet recorded Material for the 

publication ‘Athens 

architectural guide’ 

Ziogas Georgios  (1928-) detailed recording        

Zoulias Vassilis  (1911-1992) detailed recording        

Zoumboulidis Nikolaos  (1888-1969) detailed recording        

Thimopoulos Dimitris  (1919-2005) brief recording       

Ioakim Ikaros  (1948) brief recording      part of archive  



Loizas Andreas  (1947) 

Kalantzakos Petros  old recording town planning diagrams  

Kalligas Pavlos  (1814-1896) 

 

not yet recorded Study for the town plan of 

Athens 

Karantinos  Patroklos  (1903-1976) detailed recording       part of archive  

Kardamitsis Marios  (1910-1975) not yet recorded  

Kassandras Vassileios  (1904-1973) 

Bonis Leonidas  (1896-1963)   

old recording part of archive 

Kaftantzoglou Lysandros  (1811-1885) old recording  

Kapsambelis Konstantinos  (1909-1984) under recording      

Kitsikis Konstantinos  (1892-1969) detailed recording       single items 

Kleanthis Stamatis  (1802-1962) 

Schaubert Eduard  (1804-1860) 

not yet recorded single projects      

Kontoleon Georgios  (1896-1952) detailed recording       presentation plates 

Koumanoudis Ioannis  (1930-2010) detailed recording        

Koumbios Leonidas  (1936-2006) detailed recording        

Kouremenos Vassileios  (1875-1957) detailed recording       part of archive  

Koutsouris Rennos  (1901-1998) old recording  

Krantonellis Kleon  (1912-1978) detailed recording        

Kremezis Ioannis  (1907-1988) detailed recording        

Kriezis Emmanouil  (1880-1967) not yet recorded part of archive 

Krokos Kyriakos  (1941-1998) brief recording       

Kydoniatis Solon  (1906-2000) detailed recording        

Lazaridis Emmanouil  (1894-1961) old recording  

Lambridis Evmenis  (civil engineer )   detailed recording        

Liapis Ioannis  (1922-1992) detailed recording        

Lygizos Ioannis  (1904-2000) 

(Perret Auguste) 

brief recording         

Manetas Georgios  (1937-2014) 

Maneta Eleni  (1939) 

not yet recorded photographic material 

Mathioudaki Erifylli     not yet recorded  

Mainas Emmanouil (cabinet maker) not yet recorded furniture drawings, 

instruments 

Manikas Dimitris  (1938) not yet recorded  

Manouilidis Panagiotis  (Panais)  (1894-1977) brief recording       

Manouilidis Konstantinos  (1922-2015) brief recording      student’s projects 

Metaxas Anastasios  (1862-1937) detailed recording       single items 



Mitarakis Pavlos ( worked in USA)  brief recording      3D models, plates 

Mitsakis Nikolaos  (1899-1941) detailed recording         

Mihalitsianos Georgios  (1909-) not yet recorded part of archive  

Benehoutsou Ioanna  (1934) under recording      

Biris Georgios   

Biris Kostas  (1899-1980) 

detailed recording        

Biris Kyprianos  (1907-1990) detailed recording        

Bonanos Spyridon  (1912-2000) detailed recording       single item 

Boukis Savvas  (-1910) old recording  

Bouras Charalambos  (1933) detailed recording       student’s projects 

Bofantis Michail (empirical engιneer) detailed recording          

Mylonas Pavlos  (1915-2005) under recording      

Morettis Dimitrios  (1912-2002) 

Moretti - Paschalidou  Alexandra  (1915-2010) 

not yet recorded part of archive 

Mosse  Jacques  (civil engineer)  detailed recording       single project      

Nikolaidis Vassileios  (1919-1979) brief recording       

Nikoletopoulos Georgios  (1924-1979) detailed recording       part of archive 

Nikoloudis Alexandros  (1874-1944) old recording  

Pallis Stefanos  not yet recorded  

Panagiotakos Kyriakos  (1902-1982) detailed recording        

Panzaris Georgios  (1901-1971) detailed recording        

Panzaris Theodoros    brief recording      part of archive  

Papageorgiou Georgios  not yet recorded  

Papageorgiou - Venetas Alexandros  (1933) detailed recording       part of archive  

Papadakis Georgios  old recording  

Papaioannou Konstantinos  (1934-2004) old recording  

Papanikolaou Dimitrios  (1939-2004) brief recording       

Patrinos Pavlos (decorator)  (1892-) brief recording       

Perrakis Emmanouil  (1937) under recording      

Pikionis Dimitris  (1887-1968) detailed recording        

PLEIAS   

Diamantopoulos Dimitris  (1944) 

Viggopoulos Orestis    

Giouleka Katerina   

brief recording      part of archive 

Politis Giannos      detailed recording       single project      

Remoundou Pinelopi  (1935) brief recording       

Saporta Issak  (1910-1998) old recording greek period 



Skiadaresis Georgios  (1919-2005) not yet recorded  

Staikos Spyridon  (1913-2012) under recording      

Stamatis Konstantinos  (1926) brief recording        

Posters   collection  not yet recorded  

Architectural engravings collection detailed recording        

Surveys and restorations collection 

1.National and Kapodistrian University of Athens 

Akadimias 47 and Sina str. 

2. Kazoulis villa, Kifissia  

3. Old University Tholou and Prytaniou str. 

4. Survey of the Ioannina Castle (Kanetakis I) 

 

1.detailed recording       

 

2.detailed recording       

3.detailed recording       

4.not yet recorded 

 

 

Town planning drawings collection (districts, 

garden cities) 

not yet recorded  

Student’s  projects collection under recording      

Drawing instruments collection brief recording       

Furniture drawings collection for the Antonis 

Benakis’ Museum 

not yet recorded  

Photographs and postcards collection not yet recorded  

Maps collection under recording      

Biris Kostas  Collection  (1899-1980) detailed recording        

Symeon Andreas  (1926) detailed recording        

Sfaellos Charalambos  (1914-2004) brief recording       

Tzakou Anastasia  (1928-2015) detailed recording        

Trepeklis Aggelos  not yet recorded  

Triantafyllidis Ioannis B.  (1921) detailed recording        

Triantafyllidis Ioannis D.  (1922-2009) brief recording       

Ziller Ernst  (1837-1923) not yet recorded part of archive  

Tripodakis Dimitrios  (1907-1988) brief recording       

Fatouros Dimitrios  (1928) under recording      

Chatzipanagiotis Nikolaos  (1901-1968) (civil 

engineer )  

old recording  

Cholevas Thomas  (1914-2000) old recording  

Chryssomallidis Maximos     brief recording       

 

Only archives which have been recorded in detail are accessible to the researchers. 

For all the rest, access might be obtained under special consultation. 


